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Ithough GNU Smallmlk is in use literally all around the world, knowledge
of its existence is limited to the fortunate few who enjoy some sort of access
to the Internet and Usenet network news. Tbk article is an attempt to rem.
edy this mfortunate situation.
I’ll movide a brief introduction to what GNU Smalltalk is, where it is currently, where
it’s going in the future, and how to ohm in it.
WHAT IS GNU SMALLTALK?
GNU Smalltalk is an implementation of the SnudlrAk-80 programming language, as de-

SMLLTAK

scribed in the hook Smddk-SO: The Languageand Its Jmplemenutionl (a.k.a. “the Blue
Book”). It includes most of the standard %nallralk kernel class definitions, as well as a
number of extensions to support system-level progmmmine. It is part of the Free S&ware”
Foundation’s GNU project, whose goal is to provide high quality, high fimctionality,
freely available implementations of standard UNIX utilities, programming languages, and
even the UNIX operating system itself. While nut in the public domain, GNU programs
By stew
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(including, of comae, GNU Smalltalk) are freeiy available in source code form, and run on
a wide variety of UNIX. and non. UNIX-based platforms.
GNU Smalkalk has been generally available for over two yearn,and has seen many improvements and refinements over its lifetime. It is a continually evolving system, as we’ll
see later in this article.
DESIGN GGALS
GNU SmaIltalk is designed around several major goals
●

Compatibility support %mlltalk k designed to support the Smalltalk-80 language as
described in the Blue Wok. This includes providing the same language syntax, the
same kernel classes, and even the same byte code definitions for compiled methcds.

●

Portability. To allow the maximum number of people to be able to use the GNU
Smalltalk environment, it must be highly portable. This means making as few assumptions about the environment as pm.sible and isolating the few remaining system dewndencies to partic&

●

mcd.les.

Ability to do system-level programming. To he truly m.etid, a software development
system must be able to span a wide range of capabilities from expressing high level abstractions to doing system-level programming. The Smalltalk language itself takes care
of supporting the creation of high-level abstractions. GNU Smalltalk cui-rently has several features, and will have more in the future, which allow developxs access to lowerIevel or system-level facilities, and allow it to operate with as much flexibility as native
C programs have.

●

Graphical user interface independence. Although providing a graphical user interface
is one of Smalltalk’s traditional fortes, it does limit its usability to environments which
provide a bitmawed display. Gften, access to a graphical display device is impossible,
cmlimmimpI&3.,,
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malltalk is lemming larger” is the title of David Taylor’s column in the May/June issue of

our sister publication,
world, and he expressa

Object Magazine. David is a well-respected

consultant

in the OOP

the opinion, which we voiced in a recent editorial, that

Smrdhalk is beiig adopted by many large companies for mainstream business applica-

tions- Certakdy, our own experience as educatozs and consultants bears this ouc
%nalltalk, while reraining im uaditioml wienrific and engineering base, is moving
quickly into areas such as banking, in.sunmce, and enterprise mcdelling. Although

it

would not k accurate to say rhar Smalltalk is becoming the dominant choice of industry
(not ye~ anyway), it is clear that more and more organimtions

see it as the best option

for future application development.
In our lead article this tie,

Steve Byrne describes the GNU %nrdltalk effort. GNU

is a ptoject of the Free Software Foundation whose stared goal is to provide highquality,
h~-hzxtionality,

fteely available implementations

of utilities and programming lan-

guages for the UNIX world. They have been succedul

in the C world-GNU

C, for

example, is widely used by universities. The price is deiinkely right! GNU %nalltallt
does not yet pse much of a tbteat to the major !3nalltallt vendors. At present, the effort
is entirely volunteer-driven.

Perhaps Steve’s article will prompt some of our readers to

become involved. If you ever wanted to write your own garbage ccdlector or interface to

x,thiimaybeyour
opportunity!
Inthe second of his =ries of three tutorial
Benson from the Univemity of Washington
of%zalllhw,

a smzctur+raphim

articles on Objectworks/Smrdltalk,

Dan

continues his discussion of the development

editor. Thii mondi, he extends the abiliries of

SmaUDtaw to pennir selection, nansdation, scali~

and malificrwion of the visual at-

uibute5 of objects in a dzawing.
Kent Beck dresses
the “dreaded supd’ in the latest of h~ Smalltalk idiom columns.
We agree with Kenr’s -rtion
many beginning

that super is confusing to and often misunderstood by

SZzzalltalk
prcgmznmers

does the seamh b

Indeed, a I%orite test question of ours is Where

a method begin when you send a message to supar?Since supet is re-

ally a pseudonym for self, beginners usually say it starts in the superclass of rhe reciever
(self). The comecr answer (of course ) is that the search begins in the supercl~ of the
cb
m whkh the executing method was fbund. Kent describes a variety of idioms involving super and dmmnsuates how he mmmded the %nalltalk system to provide support f6rseatchii
rheimagef&uses
of super.
Also in thii issue, Greg Hendley and Eric Smith desmibe the use of the Drag and
Drop facility in !3nnalltalkfv

PM. In his buUetin kmard tmznd-up, Alan Knight describes

an interesting dialog on USENET

concerning

the relationship between information hid-

ing and encapsulation,

and explains how Smalltalk programmers can contribute code to

the Smalltrdk archi-

Fmlly,

Wayne Beaten reviews the V~/Windows

product

from Logic Arts VOSS (Virtual Object Storage System) is a persistent object storage
~m

fot Smalltalk V/Wiiows.
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next minor release will have, and then describe the major im-

CmuiLwifrmnpclsyl
. ..
due to lack of physical proximity (i.e., dialing up using a

provements for the next major release.

terminal or terminal emulator), or other reasons. GNU

●

Smalltalk explicitly does not require the presence of a

NEAR-l-mu FEAllrtw.s

graphical display device rather, it provides a full-featured
development environment layered on top of the GNU

The next release of GNU %nalltalk (which will be version

Emacs editor.

most sigtdicant

(km-al

algorithm repository. Although this last goal is

not so much of a design goal, it was always intended that as
GNU !%rmlltalk progressed, support for more and more objectx which provide reusable implementations of standard
algorithm

h la sedgewickz would be provided.

1.2), will have numerous sigr&ant

features added to it. The

ones are described briefly here.

GNU .%nalltalk Version 1.2 will have several new capabilities for doing more system-level programming and general interfacing to existing C libraries. It will allow Smalh.alk proto directly ace= and manipulate C variables and
structures. An interface for C programs to directly invoke
Smalltalk methods is provided. %nalltalk isn’t even required
to be the main program the C programmer can request that

CURRENT FEATURES
The current version of GNU Smalltalk has implementations

initialization of Srnalltalk be performed wirh certain command-line parameters at a particular point in the execution of

of all the kernel classes and almost all the methods described

the program, or can choose to accept the standatd defaults

in the Blue Book. It also provides a number of highly useful

and just begin invoking Smalltalk methods at will and let

extensions for interacting with C subroutines, editing

!5nalltalk auto-initialize itself. To better support the needs of

%nalltalk method definitions, and creating X Window–based

system-level programming, GNU %nalltalk Version 1.2 will

graphical user interfaces. The highlights are demiled in the

also provide direct support for the handling of interrupts, both

next few paragraphs.

system and user generated.
Vetsion 1.2 will give developers more direct control over

To assist with interfacing Smalltalk to C cmle, GNU
Smalltalk provides a simple mechanism for !%nalltalk to invoke C functions and receive returned results. This simple ca-

memory usage. The amount of memory GNU Smalltalk requires as a comfortable minimum for object storage has been

pability allows most operations available in typical C mntime

significantly reduced- Should a particular application require

libraries to be available to the !%nalltalk programmer as

more memory as it runs, GNU Smalltalk will automatically

Smalltalk methods. The mechanism takes care of converting

increase the amount of space dedicatd

between Smalltalk datatypes and C daratypes, so the effort involved in using this facility is minimal.

programmer-definable rate when memory usage exceeds a pro-

GNU %nalltalk comes with extensions to the GNU

to object memory, at a

grammer-defined memory usage threshold.
The existing interface to the X Window System has been

Emacs editor to support the editing of Smalltalk programs.

completely rewritten and provides complete access to the X

It includes program formatting assistance and provides
many of the operations that are found in commercial

Window protocol. It also includes support for the X authorization mechanism, so developers need not take any special ac-

Smalltalk operations, such as evaluate the current region

tion (such as using the xhost command) to use this facility. It

as a Smalltalk expression, compile this method, etc. It also

will feature a simple, extensible set of graphical user interface

provides a mode where Smalltalk maybe interactively

in-

components, similar to those provided by the OPEN LOOK

voked within an editor window, with the full range of text

or Motif toolkits, as well as support for the more traditional

editing capabilities available.

%nalkalk rendering model. And finally, support for the major-

GNU Smalkalk also comes with a simple interface to the
X Window System, by providing direct access to the X client
protocol. It provides an object-oriented

encapsulation of most

of the X protocol operations, and comes with some simple ex-

ity of Inter-Client

Communication

Conventions

Manual (IC-

CCM) standard window properties will be provided.
As the GNU Smalltalk graphical user interface support becomes more full-featured and mature, it becomes ever more

amples of usage. This facility is greatly enhanced in the next

critical that the performance of the system be as high as possi-

release, as outlined below.

ble to support the demands of interactive user interfaces. Ver-

GNU Smalltalk currently runs on most 32-bit UNIX platforms. Thanks to its focus on portabili~,

it typically ports to

sion 1.2 incorporates substantial performance improvements.
The garbage collector has been streamlined. The system cre-

new platforms in a matter of hours or less. h has also been

ates only real method contexts when necessary rmd uses a

ported to VMS, and to some 16-bit machines, such as Atiri,

cache of pseudo method contexts to dramatically decrease
method invocation time. A number of the busiest method se-

FUT’URE DIRECTIONS

lectors have had their invocation overhead decreased. The de-

The plans for GNU Smalltalk’s future fall into two categories:

crease in overall system memory requirements also helps to

those scheduled for the next minor release, and those for the

improve performance on virtual memory systems with limited

next major release. We’ll first describe the new features the

physical memory.
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One of the features which helps make software development in Smalltalk more efficient and productive is the class

SMALLTALK

piling to machine code. The techniques for compiling
Smalltalk to eftlciently executing machine code are becom-

browser, The next release will provide support for an Emacs-

ing relatively well understood. To achieve compilation in a

based class browser, and possibly a graphical user interface

portable way, the approach that’s being taken is to use the

based class browser as well. The Emacs Smalltalk editing

GNU C compiler (GCC) back end to perform the actual ma-

mode also includes support for method tracing and debugging,

chine specific code generation and optimization. The ability

as well as things like locating all the methods present in the

to have this kind of code sharing and code reuse is one of the

system that have a particular selector and allowing the user to

major benefits of the Free Software Foundation’s approach of

quickly browse the method definitions for each.

building high quality tools that are freely available.

Other new features in Version 1.2 include the ability to dynamically load and access C functions and variables while

The GNU Smalltalk project is an all-volunteer effort. The
rate at which GNU Smalltalk changes and improves is di-

GNU Smalltalk is running. This is facilitated by using the

rectly related to the number of people who contribute their

GNU dynamic loading library (a separate GNU project utility
library). Although it may sound simple, this is an extremely

time and talents to making GNU Smalltalk a world-class soft-

powerful capability to have in an interactive system.

is open to anyone with an interest in Smalltalk who would
like to contribute their time and energies to extending and

Also new with Version 1.2, Smalltalk method definitions

ware development environment. The GNU Smalltalk project

may be conditionally compiled based upon boolean expres-

improving the system. People from around the world have al-

sions, which can include tests on the presence of the exact

ready contributed substantial work to the project, but we can

same set of preprocessor symbols that C programs enjoy,

always use more help.

through the new Features facility. This allows for machinearchitecture and operating-system-specific

versions of meth-

FOR MORE INFORMATION

ods to be created and to have the appropriate definitions se-

For more information, please write tome at the address below.

lected based upon the execution environment.

GNU Smalltalk maybe anonymously FTP’ed from a variety of

Finally, Version 1.2 will include support for operations on

Internet hosrs, but its primary location is on prep. ai.mit.edu.

large integers. It is also likely that an Emacs-based hypertext

It can also be obtained from the mail server at the University

Smalltalk method reference manual will be available in the
1.2 timeframe,

of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

THE NEXTMAJORRELEASE
The goal of producing a highly portable system means that the
number of operating-system and machine-architecture

depen-

dencies must be minimized. The direct implication of this is,
of course, no machine specific code generator: the cutrent implementation uses a simple byte code compiler and interpreter

To have the mail server

send you GNU smalltalk, send it a message like the following:
To: archive-server@st.cs.
uiuc.edu
Subject:
pathyoumarne@our.intemet.emaiLaddress
archivershar
encoderuuencode
help
encodedsendgnu_st/smaUtaUr-l
.1.1.t.ar.z

to handle the execution of Smalltalk code. While this has major portability advantages, it also means that the code executes much more slowly than optimized machine code.
The next major release of GNU Smalltalk will address

For more information about the GNU project and the Free
Software Foundation in general, please send email to
gnu@prep.ai.mit. edu or write to Free Software Foundation,

the performance issue in a number of different ways. The

675 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02139;

first will be through the implementation

617.876.7739.

of a generational

H

garbage collector. Smalltalk memory use tends to be relatively bimodal. There is a relatively unchanging component
in the form of method definitions, and kernel method definitions, in particular, and there is a much more dynamic and
shott-lived component

in the form of transitory objects such

as method and block contexts and intermediate computa-

REFERENCES
1. Goldberg,A. and D. Robson. Srnalltalk-t30:The LmguageandIts
Impknwntation,Addison-Wesley,Reading, MA, 1983.
2. Sedgewick,R. Algmithms,Addison-Wesley,Reading, MA, 1983.

tional results. A generational garbage collector is ideally
suited to this environment,

as it provides support for several

acteristics and a tenuring policy that can move newly cre-

She Byrne isa StaffEngineer at SunSoft, a Sun Microsystemsinc.
company. His interestsinchk programminglanguqe designand im-

ated objects into less dynamic memory areas as they survive
successive garbage collection passes.

freely shamblesoftware,and object-orientedprogrammingin gemral.

different memoty areas with different object longevity char-

The second approach to improving performance of the system involves switching from interpreting byte codes to com-

plementation,operatingsystems, softwaredewel.opnentmwironments,
He can be reached at sbb@eng.sun.com or 5269 Carter Ave., San
Jose, CA 95118.
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drawing appear to be hollow (no inside color) or solid. To se-

SMALLDRAW—

lect a hollow object one would have to touch an edge,
whereas a solid object can be selected by touching it anywhere
in its interior (or on its edge). Objects also appear to be
stacked on one another, so if the user clicked on a stack of ob-

RELEASE4

jects, the first one touched would be selected.
Selecting more than one object is done by rubber banding
a rectangle around them so they are completely contained in

GRAPHICS AND

the rectangle. The set of selected objects can be extended by
selecting other objects while holding down the shift key. In
other words, specific objects may be added or removed horn
the set of currently selected objects.

MVC, PART2

How is it determined whether or not an object has been
touched by a mouse click or surrounded by a rectangle? The
objects themselves can decide these two situations. The three
possible tests are: an object is contained in a rectangle, an object’s interior contains a point, and an object’s edge is touched

Dan Benson

by a point. Since these tests should be performed as quickly as
possible, it would be convenient for each object to retain a
bosmsUngBox
instance variable. All objects must be able to per-

form these tests, so the following SDGmphicObjectinsnnce

II

n Part 1 of this series, we outlined the basic conconstruction and described the development of a
structured-graphics editor called SmallDraw. The

application consists of the three MVC components and a set
of graphic objects that are able to display themselves on a

graphics context. The editor is minimal in its abilities-new
objects can be created interactively, colors and line widths
can be specified, and the view can be scaled, but objects could
not be modified once they were drawn. In part 2 of this series,
SmallDraw will be enhanced to include object selection,
translation, and scaling. With more changes taking place in
the view, we’ll also add improved updating techniques.
SELECTING

methods are defined

cepts of Release 4 graphics and MVC application

OBJECTS

An editor is not very useful unless changes can be made to the
drawing. A structured-graphics editor should provide facilities
for moving and resizing objects as well as changing objects’

ieHoUow
“selfinsideColorisNil
ineMeRectanglwaReeWsgle
“aRectanglecontains:selfboundingBox
contdnsPoint ePoint

“(self boundingBox containsPoink aPoint)
iP1’roe:[self isHoUow
ifl’rus [self edgeContainsPoinkaPoint]
ifpalsw [(self inttioKonteinePoint aPoint)
or [self edgeContainsPointiaPoint]]]
iFPalse:[false]
edgeContainePoint aPoint
self subclassResponsibili~
intesioscon*Poislti
aPoht
seLfsubclaesllesponsibility
Note that the last two methods ate left up to the subclasses

visual attributes of inside color, border color, and line width.

to implement, since SDGmphicObjeets
only know about bountig-

This requires a means of identifying and distinguishing objects
in the drawing, which will be referred to as object selection.

ingBox is first checked to eliminate the trivial cases, If the object

Boxes. To check for containment of a point, the object’s bound-

Several issues need to be addressed in selecting objects that af-

is hollow, a check is made to see if the point is on or near one of

fect each of the three MVC components and involve user in-

its edges. For a solid object its interior and edges are checked.

terface conventions. The following sections will look at each
of these issues: making a selection, keeping track of selected

The tests for rectangles and line segments are trivial, but
are much more involved for polygons and ellipses. There are

objects, distinguishing selected objects visually, and modifying

several well-known methods for determining whether a polygon contains a point. From my experience, the best ovetall

selected objects.

performance is obtained using what is known as the “winding”
MAKING A SELECTION
Following modem interface conventions,

method. The basic idea is to sum the angles from the point in
the most direct way

question to each vertex in the polygon. If the point is inside

of selecting a single object in a drawing is by clicking once on

the polygon, the sum of the angles will be 21t, otherwise the

it with the cursor. One can think of “clicking” on an object as

point is outside the polygon. However, rather than work with

trying to touch it with a finger. To the user, the objects in the

angles, the calculations can be simplified by assigning a num-

5,
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ber to each of the four quadrants. A point can then be asked

Y

for the quadrant number, relative to itself, that contains an-

t

other given point. This then becomes floint instance method:
quadrantcilsstairlhrg:SPofnt
“Answerthe nutnberofthe quadrantcontaining apoint relative to
the receiver,wherethe quadrsntaarenumberedas follows:

m

“aPoint x > x
ifl’rue: [aPoint y >= y
ithue: [3]
ifFalee:[0]]
ifFalsti [aPointy * y
ifl’rue:[2]
Make: [1]]
Numbering the quadrants in this manner means that the
quadrant numbers can simply be added as the list of vertices is
traversed. Numbets are added when moving in a clockwise direction and subtracted moving counter-clockwise. Jumping diagonally adds or subtracts 2 from the running total. If the final
winding number is not O, the point is inside:
M.aaiosCosctainsPofn&aPoint
‘Answerwhether the receivercontains aPoint on its bounduy or in its
interior. Usesthe winding technique. Seethe method
Point IquadrantContaining:.”
I wind laetPoint oldQuadnewQuad I
wind := O.
IastPoiot:= self vetices last.
old9uad:= laetpoint quadrantContaining: apoint.
selfvec-beesdo: [:each I
aPoint= eachifl’roe:[%ue].
newQuad:= each quadrantContiing: aPoint.
oldQuad= newQuad
ifPalse: [oldQuad+l\\4 = newQuad
ifl’rue: [wind:= wind+ 1]
ifPala&[newQuad+l\\4 = obKiuad
ifhe: [wind:= wind -I]
ifFaLse:[labl
a:= lastpoint y - each y.
a:= a ● (aPointx - Moint x),
b:= lastpoint x - each x.
a:= a + (b ● lasLPointy).
b:= b ● aPointy.
a>b
ifl’nm [wind:=wind-2]
ifFalse[a =b ifhe:[%re] ifFak [wind:= wind+ 2]]]]].
oldQuad:= newQuad.
laatPoint:= each].
%ind i.fkro not
The other check is whether a point is on or near the edge
of a polygon. Clicking exactly on a line is often difficult so a
tolerance can be specified for all SDGraphicObjects
so that the
user doesn’t have to be too precise with the mouse
tolerance

6.

‘Answerthe nrininum distance that a point can be from an edge of
a Wt’.”

thereceiverto cotitute

PART 2

(O,b)

(-a,O)

(C,o)

110
———
213
Thisconventionis used for determiningwhether a point is in a polygon.’

4 GRAPHICS AND MVC,

(0,-b)
Figure 1. An ellipse centered

a

ac the origin with x as its major axis,

“(aelflineWdth/2) truncated + 2
edgeconkiirssPoink aPoillt
‘Answerwhether any one of the receivefs edges contains apoint. This
is hue if aPoint ia within a certain distance from an edge - see
message: tolerance.”
I from delta I
deka:= self tolernce.
from:= self outline ht.
self outline do:

~pt I
((aPoint nearesUntegerPointOnLineFrom:from to: pt )
diSLapoint) <= delta
iN’rue [“hue].
horn:= pt].
‘kdse
Perfotrning the same tests for an ellipse requires a closer
look at its definition (see Figure 1). If the ellipse happens to
be a circle (its width is the same as its height), the tests are
trivial, The focus points of an ellipse are determined using the
major and minor axis radii (a and b, respectively) in the following equation:
c’J-@=i7i
The sum of the distances between the two focus points and
any point on the edge of the ellipse is constant, namely 2a.
Therefore, the sum of the distances between the two focus
points and any point inside the ellipse will be less than or
equal to 2a:
SPohlt
isltasiorlhtdslsmillti
“selfisCircle
ifl’rue: [(self center dish aPoint) <= seti xRadius]
ifPals* [I offset constantkngth I
“Determinefocus points on major ask.’
self width >= self height
iil’nre: [offset:= (self xRsdius squsred - selfylladius
squared) sqrt@O.
constantl.engt h:=self width]
ifFals& [offset:= O@(selfyRadius squared - self xRadiua
squared) sqct.
corratantL.ength:=selfheight].
‘Now,answerwhether the sum of the distances between apoint and the
two focus points is less than the constantl,ength.”
(((self center - ofhet) disk aPoint) + ((seHcenter + offset)
& SPoint)) <= constarthngth]

Checking the edge of an ellipse is similar, with a slight
variation to check whether the sum of the distances between
the focus points and the point in question

is close to 2a
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The original and still premier
application manager for
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edgeContaisssPointi
aPoint
‘self isCircle
iillue: [(selfcenterdishaPoint)<=(selfxt?adius+ selftolerance)]
ifFalse:[I offsetconstantLengthI
“Determine
focuspointson majoraxis.”
selfwidth>=selfheight
ime: [offset:= (selfxRadiussquared - seti ytladius
squared) sqrt@O.
constarrtLength := self width]
ifFaLse:[offset:= O@(selfytklius squared - self xRadius
squzued)sqrt.
constantLength:= self height].
“Now,answerwhether the sum of the distances betweenaPointand the
two focuspointsis closeenoughtothe constantt.ength.”
((((self center- offset)M aPoint)+ ((selfcenter+ oifset)
disk apoint)) - constimtl,ength) abs < self tolerance]

516/767-22..3;
Fm 5I!V767-YOW
LWCP address: mcdhup!inmge!info

selectedObjects
“Answerall currentlyselectedobjects.”
‘(self objectssele& [:p I pvalue])colle~ [:a I a key]
The SmallDraw instance method to answer its display objects is now modified to be:
dieplayobjecta
“Answerthe receiver’sobjectsin orderfordisplaypurposes.”
“self objectsrwerse collecti [:a I a key]
Adding a new object is modified to add a new Association,
selecting the newly added object at the same time:
selfobjects addFirst: (anObject-> tnre).
Finally, deselecting an object is done by setting its corre-

KEEPINGTRACK

sponding Association value to false. The following method

Now that objects are able to determine whether they contain a

deselects all currently selected objects:

point or are inside a rectangle, the application must keep track
of which objects are selected. Since the SmallDraw model

&selectAll
self objects do: [:p I p vahre: kslse]

keeps track of all the objects in the drawing, it’s reasonable to
have it also keep track of which objects are selected. A simple
way to do this is to associate a Boolean flag with each graphic

IDENTIFYINGSELECTEDOBJECTS

object identifying it as selected or not, The SmallDraw model

In sticking with modern interface conventions, selected ob-

uses an OrderedCollefionto store the graphic objects. The order

jects will be identified through the metaphor of “handles” that

is important because it determines the layering of objects. The
ordered list can be retained, but instead of a list of graphic ob-

appear as small solid squares at an object’s extremities. For the
set of SmallDraw objects, the comers of the bounding box can

jects it will be a list of Associations where each graphic object

serve as handle points. Whenever an SDGraphicObject
changes

is the key and the Boolean flag is the value. Selected objects
would then be those Association keys whose values were true,

its boundingBox changes so will its handles. Since handles are

as answered in the follrrwing SmallDraw instance method:

expected to be accessed often it will be best to store them as

VOL.1,No, 8:JUNE1992

its shape it should recalculate its bourulingBox,and whenever
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an instance variable and be automatically updated, as in the

to determine when one has been hit by the cursor and when

following SDGraphicObject
instance methods:

modifying an object. The only components concerned with

computeBoundhgBorc
“Subclassesshould set their own boundingBoxusing
setBoondirIgBox:”
self subclassllesponsibili~
A90nndingti
aRectangle
“Setthe receiver’sboundingBoxand update its handles.’
boundmgBox:= aRectangle.
self setf-krrdles
setEasrdles
“Forconsistency, handles should be set in a clockwise&e&n.”
handles:= (Array
with: selJbouncbngBozrorigin
witk self bountigBox topRight
witk seLfbountigBorr comer
with:selfbounchngBoxbottomLeft)
There are cases where it is appropriate to display only two
of the four handles, for instance, when an object is “squished,”
so that it is completely horizontal or vertical. Also, an SDLine-

the size and shape of handles are the sma~~rawwlew
and Sma[[DrawContioller.For this reason, a generic handle is defined as a
hna~ratiiew

class variable, initialized as a rectangle with ex-

tent (6@6) centered at the origin:
ininaliae
“Initializethe sizeofthe handleswitha Rectanglecenteredat
the origin.”
DrawHandle:=
(3@3) negated come~ (3@3).
As a class variable, DrawHandleis accessible by all instances
of smal~ra~iew and can be easily resized for users who prefer a
smaller or larger handle. Centering it at the origin allows it to
be translated to an object’s handle locations for rendering rm
screen. All the view has to do is to ask each object for its handle points, translate the generic handle to each location and
display the handles.
Handles need to be displayed and erased quickly. This can

Segmentwill always display two handles, one at each end

be accomplished by taking advantage of Image methods that

point. The view and controller will want to access the handle

combine bits using RasterOp roles. Many thanks to Patrick Mc-

points used for display purposes, so each object will be respon-

Claughry for the following technique that was borrowed from

sible for supplying appropriate display handles:

his version of HotDraw, written for Release 4 and available via

iasquiahed
“Answerwhether the receiver is either totally horizontal or totaUy
veriicaL”
“(setiboundingBoxwidth isZeroOr [selfbormdingBoxheight is Zero])
diaplayEandles
“kwver the handles to use for displayingthe receiver.”
“self isSquished
ffhue: [Armywith: self bormdingBoxorigin
with self boundingBox comer]
ifFalse [self handles]
SDLineSegmentswill always return their end points for displaying their handles:
llieplayHandles
‘luray witluselfstartwith:selfend
With this convention, handles for SmallDraw objects will
appear as illustrated in Figure 2. Handles serve not only as a
feedback mechanism to identify a selected object, but also as
visual indicators for control points used in stretching or
shrinking an object as if grabbing and pulling an actual handle. The view must be able to turn on and off handles very
quickly and the controller must be aware of handles in order

ftp over the intemet. The basic idea is to grab from the screen
the small rec-lar
region where a handle will be displayed.
The bits in the rectangle are reversed by copying the image
onto itself using the haterDP reverse rule (actually, RJSWOp m
vwae does not work correctly on all platforms but apparently using the rule with integer value 10 does work). The resulting image is then displayed in the view, Repeating this bit operation
again results in the original bits as if nothing had changed. In
this way, handles can be turned on and off without having to
redisplay any of the objects in the view. The following SrnallDrawWewmethod can be used to turn handles both on and off:
toggleEandleaFo~ aCoUefinOfObjects om aGC
aCoUetionOfObjectsdo: [:0 I o handles do: [:h I I rect image I
rect:= DrawHandletranslateBy h * self displayscale.
(aGCclippingBoundsfnterserk rect)
ifl’rue: [rect:= ((rect interseck aGCclippingBounds)
translateBy aGCtranslation) rounded.
(inrage:= (aGCmedium contenMfArea rect) first)
COPY(O@ Oexterk rect extent)
horn: O@ O
im image
rule: Iu
&playOn: aGC
at rect origin - aK hrdation]]]
Note that it is necessary to clip each handle to the graphic
context’s clippingBounds because an ertor occurs when accessing bits outside of the clippingBounds.

e-----:0:

Q

Figure 2. Gmphic

objecr handles.

MAKINGSelections
From the discussion of MVC components in Part 1, it should
be obvious that the SmalWrationtroller plays a role in selecting
objects since it handles all user input. When the select button
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(The sekt button has been premed)
Is an o ‘ect hit?
+

MODIFYINGSELECTIONS
Once a selection is made, the selected objects can be modified
in a number of ways. The previous version of SmallDraw provided a means for changing the three default visual attributes

(inside color, border color, line width) through the model’s
Select the object
menu options. These three menu selector methods must be
‘s ‘he ‘X:<s’e”
Wait momentarily
Is the mousestill pressed? modified to account for selected objects. If any objects are cur/y
Selectthe object Is curao on a handle?
rently selected, the changes should apply only to them. If
4
A
there are no currently selected objects, the changes should ap‘bslate
theobj=<
state the<j~t
ply only to the model’s default attributes.
ls&’>*Y>ran’einr”’an”e

Figure 3. The mntmller’s

dacision trae.

The other modifications that can take place are translation
and scaling. Whenever the selected objects are translated or

is pressed, the controller has to somehow determine whether

scaled, immediate feedback should be provided indicating the

the user wants to click on an object or make a range selection

effects of the change. For instance, when moving an object, it

by drawing a rectangle around a group of objects. These two

should appear as if the object is actually being picked up and

possibilities are easily distinguished since a rectangle can only
be started if the cursor is not on an object. If the shift key is

moved. The visual feedback will be an outline of the object as it
follows the cursor to its final destination. Once the mouse but-

pressed while making a selection the current selection should

ton is released, the actual object will then be asked to move to

be extended to either include or exclude the newly identified

the new location. If more than one object is selected, the

objects. Of the several possibilities that can occur when the

bounding box of the entire selection will also be displayed so

mouse button is pressed there are four possible outcomes: a

that it will be easy to see where the gtoup of objects will end up.

single object is selected, a range of objects is selected in a rectangle, an object is scaled, and an object is translated. The
controller’s decision tree is shown in Figure 3.
The first test is to see whether an object has been hit by

In order for this to happen, every SDGraphicObject
will have to
supply an array of points describing its outline. This ia a simple
matter for the set of SmallDraw objects with the exception of
SDEUipse.
The points outlining an ellipse can be calculated based

the cursor. Selected objects take precedence if one of their

on its width and height. This time-consuming calculation can

hrmdles is touched, so these are tested first. Otherwise, all of

be improved by doing some of the work in advance. An array of

the model’s objects are tested. In either case, the first object

points describing a unit circle centered at the origin will be pre-

hit is immediately answered:

computed and stored as art SDEUipse
class variable

ofsjectmtBy apoint
“Answer
the 6rst objecthit,or NL”
selfmodel sektedObjeets do: [:each I
each &playHandles do: [:pt I
(selfviaw handle contiapointi apoint - pt)
ifhue: [Aeach]]].
self model aUObjectsdo: [:each I
(each containsPofnbapoint)
ifhue [“each]].
--nil

isliuause
‘Cmshrrct an arrayof points that desmibe a unit Circle.n
UnitCircle:= OrderedCoUectionnew 37.
0 tcx 2*Pleat pi by Pleat pi / lB do: [:a I
UnitCircleadd (a cos @ a sin)].
UnitCircleaddksk UnitCircle6rst.
UnitCircle:= UnitCircleaaAnay
An array of 37 points gives a reasonable approximation of a
smooth outline for an ellipse. When asked for its outline, art

Determining a range of objects inside a given rectangle is
straightforward:
objectahsRectarsgle:altectangla
‘self modelaUObjectssele& [:0 I o insideRactangle:aRectarrgle]
The con~oller notifies its model of the selection, and

ellipse merely has to translate and multiply the points conmined in the class variable as follows:
ontlfne

“Answeran amayof points that represent the receiveras an outline,’
‘UrdtCirclecoUecL[:pt I
self center + (pt ● (self xSadiua@selfyRadius))]

whether or not it is an extended selection. If the selection is not
to be extended, all objects ate first d~lected.

Boolean flags

identify selected objects, so the model simply negates the flags of

The visual feedback for scaling an object will be a rectartgular outline using its handles or, in the case of an SDLineSeg-

those objects to be selected (or deselected, as the case may be):
selectMnge:aCollecUonOfObjacbs
exteti aBooleen
tioolearr ifFalse:[seUdeseleeWl].
aCoUetionOfObjects
dct [:obj I I oa I
(oa:= self objects dateck Lo I o key== obj] ifNone:[nil]) ntiil
iPf’rue [oa Valux oa value not]].

Three.54ected
objects

Stretching the
ellipse

Figure 4. flod~ng
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All objects scaled
proportionally

salscrlons in SmsllDmw.
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ment, its end points. During scaling, as the handle under the
cursor is moved, the opposite handle remains stationary.

The

dews have a refresh mechanism built-in such that they automatically redisplay themselves (which includes their components)

SmaiU)ra~ontioller knows which handle is under the cursor and

whenever they are reexposed. This can happen whenever a

asks the object for the opposite handle point (to be anchored

window has been buried under other windows and is brought to

and the model

the front, when a menu appearing on top of a window is closed,

is asked to scale its set of selected objects. Each object scales

or when a window is resized exposing more portions of windows

itself uniformly

behind. In most cases, only subareas of the view need to be re-

down). Finally, the scaling factor is calculated

the anchored

about its own handle in the same position as
handle point. In this way, all selected objects

are scaled proportionally

(Figure +).

sdeObjech anObjact ushglkmdk aEandlePoint
‘Thecursoris overthe handleat aHandlePoint.
Theoppositehandle
pointshouldremainstationary(anchorHandle)
asthe curwris moved.”
Iscale anchorHandlenewPointI
scale := selfview displayScale.
anchorHandle:=anObjecthandleOpposite:aHandlePoint.
newPoint:= (anObjectanimateUsingRectangle
ifl’rue:[self comerOfRectangleFromSaeenWithOrigirv
anchorHandle● scale]
ifFalse [self endOfLineFrornScreenWithOrigirc
anchorHandle*
scale]) / scale.
“NOTE:
If the object being scaled is Squished (either verlical or
horisontd), it will have a zero in its originalvector diagonal so scaling
should be done in absolute terms and the percentage is calculated from
the resulting unitVectormultiplied by the ratio of the
newDiagonalDistanceover the oldDiagonalDistance.Absolutescaling
should only performedby other ‘squished’objects.
If the object being scaled is not squished there is no danger of
divisionby zero so the percentage is calculated fromthe ratio of the
newDiagonalVectordivided by the oldDiagomWector.”
self model
scaleBy (anObjectissqrrished
ifl’rue: [(newPoirrt- anchorHandle) unitVector *
((newPoint dist anchorHandle)/
(aHandlePoint M anchorHandle))]
ifFalsex[(newPoint - anchorHandle)/
(aHandlePoint - anchorHandle)])
aboutHandleAti(anObjectindexOfHandle:anchorHandle)
absolute anObjectisSquished

freshed, the worst case being the entire view. In all cases, the
mess needing “repair” are rectangular regions.
Views can also specify rectangular regions to be repaired.
This ability will be useful in the third case described above.
The following sma[~rawviewinstance method accepts a rectangle (in the model’s scale), scales it, and expands it to compensate for handles that extend beyond an object’s bounding box:
aReetangle
~Re-gb:
selfinvalidateRectangle: ((aRectangle scaleBy seLfdisplayscale)
expandBy (DmwHandleextent/ 2) rounded)
repairNowtrue

Of the three possible types of changes that can occur, the
third situation describes the cases where selected objects have
been translated, scaled, or one of their visual attributes has
been changed (inside color, border color, line width). For
translation and scaling, the region needing repair can be found
by merging the object’s bounding box before the change with
the object’s bounding box after the change (see Figure 5).
Of course, modifications to the selection apply to all selected objects so the total repair region would be the combined areas of all of the selected objects’ bounding boxes.
However, as it turns out, an object displayed in a view is not
always guaranteed to be completely contained by its bounding
box. An object can stretch beyond its bounding box if it has a
thick line width or if its line segments are joined using the default join style (GraphicsContextjoinMiter) as shown in Figure 6,

RESPONDING

TO CHANGE

In response to the updatemith: message, the SmallDrawView
was

Thick lines can be compensated for by defining a displayBox
method for SDGraphicObjectsthat simply answers the boundingBox
expanded by at least one or half the receiver’s line width:

designed to invalidate itself whenever the changed aspect was
#add, which would eventually lead to redisplaying its entire
contents. However, in general, most changes that occur only

repair rectangle
repair rectangle

affect small portions of the view. Redisplaying the entire picture in response to each change leads to overkill and as the
number of objects in the scene increases, so does the time it
takes to refresh the view.
From all the different types of changes that can occur in
the SmallDraw application, there are only three distinct possibilities: (1) new objects are added to the drawing, in which

m

s

Translation

Scaling

FUure 5. Repair rectangles for tmnslation

and scaling.

case only the new objecw and their handles need to be displayed, (2) the selection of objects changes, in which case
only their handles need to be turned on or off, and (3)
changes are made to selected objects such that a specific region of the view needs to be redisplayed, which means invalidating and redisplaying only that region.

]n

One thing that can be done is add a little “smatts” to SmallDrawWwthat will speed things up considerably. SchedukdWm-

Figure 6. Thick lines and dei%ulr join style extend

beyond boundqBox.
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displayBox
‘seti boundingBoxexpandBy
(1 max: (self hneWidth/2) truncated) asPoint
This &splayBoxcan then be used for repairing regions in the
view. However, it won’t always enclose polygons and polylines
drawn with the default join style. This can be remedied by
specifying a join style that will keep lines within bounds with
the following SDGraphicObject
method and modification of the

also the methods: changeInsideColor, ehangeBorderColor,
ehangeLineWidti):
aelactedObjectsDiaplayBox
“Answerthe displaybox that contains all currentlyselected objects.”
I allObjects I
‘(aUObjech := self selectedObjects)
ircjeti allObjectsfist displayBox
into: [:bb :0 I bb merge: o displayBox]

SDPolyhnedisplay method (see Figure 7).

joinstyle
“*er
the appropriatejoin style for displayingthe receiven”
‘GraphlcsContextjoinBevel
displayh aGCacalsxaScalaPoht
I displayPoints I
aGCjoinStyi%seLfjoinStyle.
...

Now the SmallDrawViewcan be made to respond to each of
the three change situations

as follows:

sspti
smkspectsymbol ti
anObject
#add = am%pectsycnbol
ifl’nre: [seti displayobjects:anObjecton: self graphicsContaxt.
self toggleHandlesFo~anObjectOKself graphicsContext].
#selection = anAspectSymbol
ifl’nse:[selftoggleHandlesFoc anObject
orv self graphicsContext].
#rectangle = an.lspectsymbol
ifllue: [self repairRectangle:anObject].
Note that in some cases the argument, anObject,will be a
collection of objects and in other cases it will be a rectangle.
Corresponding ehangedti

messages must also be inserted in

SmallDraw at the appropriate places, for example:

ttanslateBy apohlt
“Translate
the selected objects by aPoint, notify dependents of clean
up region.”
I cleanl-lpI
cleanUp:= self selectedObjectsDisplayB
ox.
self selectedObjectsdo: [:0 I o translateBy aPoint].
self changed #rectangle with (cleanUpmerge: (cleanUp
hnslateBy apoint))
adaBy aPercanhgaPointabsmthuileiit anhuk abaohstw aBOSSti
“kale aUcurrently selected objecb by aPercentagePointfrom each
respefive handle at anIndex, noMjrdependents of cleanup region.”
I cleanUp I
cleanUp:= self selectedObjectsDisplayBox.
self selectedObjectsdo: [:0 I o scaleBy:aPercentagePoint
aboutHandleAk anhdex absolute: aBoolean].
self changed: #rectangle with: (cleanUpmerge: self
selectedObjectsDisplayB
ox)
SUMMARY
In this article, we added the abilities to select, translate, scale,
and modify the visual attributes
SmallDraw.

of objects in a drawing to

This has been accomplished

by modifying the

definition of SDGraphicObjectsto include two more instance
variables (boundingBox and handles), and additional behavior
such as the ability to determine whether an object contains a
point or is contained in a rectangle. The SmallDraw model
has the responsibility of keeping track of selected objects, the

addPhatanObject
...
self changed #add with (Amaywittu anObject)
seledkng~ aCollecUonOfObjects
exten&aBoolean
...
selfchanged: #selecbon with aCoUetionOfObjects

Smalhawcontioller determines which objects to select or modify, and the SmallDrawView
can now display handles and has im.
proved update capabilities.
SmallDraw is beginning to look more like an editor now
that objects can be manipulated. The next article in this series
will present additional functionality to SmallDraw such as object alignment (using a DialogView),grouping of objects, verti-

Finally, it will be necessa~ for the SmallDraw model to
calculate the total display box of all the selected objects for

cal and horizontal scrolling of the view, a cut/copy/paste clipboard, and support for command keys. ❑

the changes that require repairs to rectangular regions (see
Dan Benson is a Ph.D. candidatein the Departmentof Ekctrico.1Engineeringat the Uniwemityof Wmhington wkre he is developinga 3-D
spatialdatabaseforhumananatomyusing.%udltdk and tk GemStoru OODBMS. Its unique featuresare tk abilitytoformrdatcsymbolicand spatialq~”es specijjing volumes-of-interestand tk incorporationof object-orientedspatia4indexingstructuresin the dadase.
Besides%n&slk, k enjoysplayingjazz bussand clussicdpiano. He
may be contactedat: Department of Electrical Engineeringr FT-10,
University of Washingmm,Seattle, WA 98195, by phone at 206/
Figure 7. &aPhicsContmt join sryl~

joinfliter and joinsevel.

685.7567, or ernai[:benson@ee.Washington.edu.
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Errata
The following figures were omitted from Part 1 of this series, featured in last month’s issue (Smalltalk Volume 1
Number 7, May 1992). We regret the error.
The source code for both the first and second parts of Dan Bensan’s SmallDraw application have been posted to both
the Illinois and Manchester Smalltalk archives. For more information regarding these archives, see the “Best of
comp. lang.smalltalk” column in Volume 1 Number 6-Eds.
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Kent Beck

The dreadedsuper

W

hat is it with this superthing, anyway?
The pseudo-variable super is a curious wart on
the otherwise unblemished Smalltalk language

design. Ordinaq

messages are sufficient to capture composi-

tion, conditionals,

and looping. The three components of

The subclass ValueHolderfirst invokes superinitialize, then
sets its instance variable ative to true,
initialize
superinitialize.
acsive:= hue

structured programming thus become unified in Smalltalk.
This use of supersegments behavior across several classes.

Yes, but . . . .
The exception is super. It means the same object as self, but

The subclass’ method depends on nothing that the superclass

when you send it a message the difference is revealed. When

does. The subclass only assumes that the superclass has some-

you send an ordinary message the class of the receiver of the

thing useful to say about the message and makes sure it gets

message is examined for an implementation of that message. If

invoked. The “meaning” of the message in the context of the

one is not found the superclass is searched, then its superclass,

receiver is spread disjointedly across several classes.

and so on until a method is found. Supercircumvents normal

Initialization is a common situation in which several methods which have nothing to do with one another except that

message lookup. When you send a message to superthe search
begins in the superclass of the class in which the executing

they are all executing on behalf of the same object may be in-

method was found.

voked by means of super. PostCopy,the message which cleans

Super is pretty benign as warts go. It makes no reference to

up a copy of an object, is another case where instance vari-

explicit class names, so methods still contain no assumptions

ables are manipulated without many messages, and which fits

about what other classes are called. You cannot affect method

the description of segmented behavior. Using superto segment

lookup in other objects by using super, only the one currently

behavior across classes does not create much risk of cross-class

executing. The only assumption introduced by using superis

dependencies. Even if the superclass changes, the subclass
should not have to change.

that some superclass of the current class contains an implementation of a method.
A variety of idioms, some useful and necessary, some
gratuitous, have grown up around super. For example, I found
that about 7% (28 out of 381 ) of the methods which use super
in the Obj ectworks \Smalltalk Release 4 image could use sends
to self without changing their meaning. In this article, we’ll ex-

A use of superwhich involves slightly more risk is the
modification of a superclass’ behavior. ChangeListVie*>dispkq(hr is a good example,
displayOn:aGraphicsContest
superdisplayOzu
aGraphicsContext.
selfdisplayRemovedOm
aGraphicsContext

amine the uses and abuses of super.Where is superappropriate?
What does it cost? What should you avoid when using it?

h operates by first invoking superdisplayOm(which is imple-

Systems Objectworks \Smalltalk Release 4. ParcPlace owns all

mented in Li.stView)to draw the list elements, and then drawing
a line through all the list elements which have been removed.

the copyrights. In places, I have simplified the code for pur-

The dependency is that should hstview dramatically change its

The code quoted in this article was taken from ParcPlace

poses of presentation.

presentation of items (such as by displaying them as file folder
tabs), ChangehstViewdispkiytlrr would also have to change.

ORTHODOX

USE

The usual use of super is to invoke a superclass’ implementation
of the currently executing method. One example from Objectworks \ Smalltalk is the initialization of subclasses of ValueModel.
ValueModel>%.nitiahze
sets its instance variable accepted to false.
initialize
accepted:= false

Another

kind of modification

of superclass behavior

is in-

voking general-purpose algorithms only when special purpose
one fail. For example, ByteEncodedStting=->ati is implemented by
grabbing the raw byte at an index and then encoding

it.

at: index
“self stringEncodingdecode: (self byteACindex)
Bytetig,

the optimized subclass, implements

ati primitively.
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ANALYZING USES OF SUPER
The stsmdard image does not contain much support for
searching the image
tion

of this

column

for uses of super. During

the prepara-

I had to extend the system to let me

flexibly search for uses of super. Here is the code I created,
working from the hcrttrrmup.
InshutionStieam, the object which simulates execution of ~
Smalltalk bytecodes, has support
for decoding message
..
sends,

~

but not sends to super in particular. I added peekForSu- !

per, which returns NI if the method being interpreted is not
about to send to superand the selectorwhich is to be sent if
it is. It is modeled after InstmctionStteam>>peekForSelector.
peekForSuper
“If this inshuction is a send to super, answer its selector,
otherwise answer nil.”
lbytexlxZ I
byte := method byt~ti PC.
byte = OpXSuper
itTrue:
[xl := method bytdt: PC+ 1.
“method literalAh (xl bitAnd: 31) + 1]
byte = OpXXSend
ifllue
[x2:= method byt~~ PC+ 2.
“method literalAti x2 + 1].
“Nl

I

To complete the analysis I also needed the selector sent
to super, not just a Boolean telling me whether a send took
place or not. 1 implemented CompiLedCode>>selectorSentToSuper to provide the selector.

Next, I implemented a CompiledCode
method to test
whether the code sends a message to superhy using
In.sintfionStream>~eekForSuper. It is similar to Compiled-

I

Code>>sendsSpecialSelecto~.
sendsSuper
whetherthe receiversendsto super.”
“Answer
I scanner I
seLfwithAllBloekMethodsDo:
[:meth I
“Makea quickcheck”
((meth bytesInchrdes: OpXSuper)
or [meth bytesInchrdes: OpXXSuper]
)
NTrue:
[scanner:= Ins@crfionStreamom meth.
(scanner scanFor [:byte I
scarmer peekForSupernotNil])
ifTrue:[“hue]]].
‘filse

allklethods:tilock
“Answer a SortedCoUeetionof each method that, when used
withits classandselectoras the argumentsto aBlock,givesa true
result.” I
aCoUectionI
aCoUeetion
:= OrderedCoUeclion
new.
Cursorexecute showWhile:
[self aUBehaviorsDo:
[:eachC[assI
eachl%ss selectors do:
[:eachSelector I
(aBlock
vahre: eachClass
value: eachSelettor
value: (eachClasscompiledMethodAt:
eachSelector))
ii’1’rue:[aCollectionadd:
eachClass name , ‘‘ , eachSelector]]]].
‘aCollection asSortedCoUecbon

selectorSentToSuper
“Answerthe selector the receiver sends to super or nil.”
I scanner I
self withAUBlockMethodsDo:
[:meth I
“Makea quick check”
((meth bytesIncludes: OpXSuper)oc
[meth bytesInclud= OpXXSuper])
ifTrue:
[scanner:= InstnrfionStream on: meth.
scannerscarcFon
[:byte I I selectorI
selector:= scanner peekForSuper.
selector notNiliffrue: [Aselector].
false]]],
“Nl
NCJWI could find all of the methods which sent super

, with a different selector by executing:
SmaUtaUr
allllethods:
[:class:selector:method I I superSelector I
superSelector:= method selectorSentToSuper.
superSelectornotNil & (superSelector’= selector)]

Systentsicbonimp>aUSeleti iterates through all the Compiledl.iethodsin the system. Now I could find out how many
methods

in the system send

super by executing

(SmaUtalkaUSelecL[:each I each sendsSuper]) sise
or open a browser on all of the methods by executing:
SmaUtaUc
browseAUSelect[:each I each sendsSuper]
To do more sophiwicated

analysis of sends to superI

needed more objects than just the CompiledMethod.I invented a protocol similar to $rstemDiciiona~>auSeleet which

Or the methods in which senck to super could be changed to
sends to self by executing
SrnaUtaUraUMethods:
[:class :selector :method I I superSelector I
superSelector:= method selectorSentToSuper.
superSelectornottiil and [classincludesSelector
superSelector)
not]]
1 find the creation of this kind of quick analysis tools one
of the most fun things about Ohjectworks \Smalltalk. When

I called aUMethods:.The Block argument m aUMethods:takes

I program in Smalltalk/V, with its limitations on access m

three parameters instead of one: the class of the method,

sysrem internals, I always miss the ability to quickly answer

the selector of the method, and the method itself.

complex questions about the system.
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Voss

ah index
63>
‘super ah index
<ptiltiVe

:

Virtual Object Storage System for

Should anything occur which the primitive is not prepared

SmalltalklV

to handle (for example an unknown character or an index out
of range) it will fail. The Smalltalk implementation of
~estring>>at: returns the result of supera~. Thus, the special

Seamless persistent objectmanagement with update transaction
control directly in tk Smalltalk language

case gains a speedup most of the time, but under normal cir-

●

Transparent accessto %natltallrobjects

cumstances it is prepared to invoke the full available generality.

●

Transaction mmnit/rot3back

●

Access to individual elements of virtual collections and
dictionary

●

Multi-key and multi-value virtual dictionarykey range and set intemeclion

.

Ctaaeretnrcture editor for renaming ctasses and adding or

kap-storeon:

is another example of using super to imple-

ment a specialized algorithm that is prepared to devolve into a
more general one,

removing

storeOnastream
selfisLiteral
itllue: [se~storeLiteralOnastieam]
ifFalse:[superstoreOnastream]

instance

on disk

with

query by

variable atlows incrementalapptimtirm

development
●

Shared a-

●

Source code supplied

to named virtual object spat=

SOrrrs
commentswehaverectizmiabautVOSS:
“.. clean

Arrays of literals are treated specially by the compiler and

‘Works absolutely

can thus be printed more compactly than arrays of general rsb-

–RaulDuran,MicragsnicsInstruments

invokes superstoreon: so

as to use the general collection storing method.
Otherwise, the receiver is printed so that the compiler can
recreate the array while parsing the printed string.
DISINHERITANCE

beautifully; excellent performance and

appticabitity.”

jects. If the receiver is not literal (meaning some of its elements are not literals ), kap>storeon:

. .elegrmt. W0rtr5 tii a charm.”
–Hal Ififdefrmnd,
ArmmetI.doratm”s

IN THE FACE OF SUPER

Using super involves a more direct reference to a superclass

VOSS/ZSS
S595($375to end of February 199ZI + $15 stripping

~O@C
~R

T

~{w~,.~$7mtMfit.
S

A.~Rtiyl~+$~~,fiPPhg.

htydkcoumbavaiSablc.Vk,MaaLwCard
sndEumCsrd scqb?d
Road,Cmbridge, England,Cm 3BY
f@c *
L~- 75 Hetigti

TEL +4t 223212392

FAX: +44 223245171

initializeChannel
socket:= Socket new

than a regular message send. You can get into situations where
you will feel trapped by the use of super, One common pitfall
is the need for disinheritance. For example, suppose we create
an abstract communication object, Communicator,which sets

Then TestCormnurdcator
can override inibalizeChanneldirectly.
initializeCharmel
socket:= FilenamefromUser

up important state in its initialize method.
initilize
“Setupimportantstate...”

TestCommunicatormay not even need to override initialize at all.
In general, the need for disinheritance points out opportunities for you to factor your code better, Remember that as you

which uses a socket for crsmmunication. Its initialize methrsd

break a class down into smaller methods you make it easier to
subclass later. If each method does one and only one thing,

will send superinitialize and then create the socket.

when you want your subclass to do one thing differently you

We then create a concrete subclass, SocketCommunicator,

initialize
superinitialize.
socket:= Socketnew

will find exactly the right method to override.
EXCEPTIONS
So far the uses of superhave been limited to invoking a

Finally we create a subclass of SocketCommunicator,TestCom-

method in a superclass which has the same name as the one

municator,which is used frsrtes[ing. It reads its input from a

currently executing. Bemuse the names are the same, any vio-

file. Its initialize method needs the behavior in Communica-

lation of encapsulation between the subclass and superclass is

to~>initialize, but it can’t just send super initialize without ac-

limited. After all, if a message makes sense to the subclass it

cidentally creating a socket.
The solution is to factor the initialization of the communi-

probably should make sense to the superclass as well. Hrrw-

cation channel of SocketCormrtunicator
out of the initialize

selector than the currently executing method

method into its own method, initiahzeChazsnel.

ever, there are legitimate reasons to use superwith a different
One reason to invoke superwith other than the current
method’s selector is to avoid looping in mutually recursive

tiltilize
superinitilize.
selftiltilizeChannel
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methods. One example is ControllerWithMenu.
In control.kbvi~ ir
checks to see if the red mouse button is pressed, and if so
sends itself redButtorAclivity.

15.
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A final reason for invoking superwith a different selector is
if the subclass has different external protocol than the superclass but is implemented using the superclass’ behavior, An
example of this is Dictionary,which is a subclass of Set although
its external protocol is much more like SequenceableCollefion.
Difiormp>includesAssociation wants to use includes: except
that Diclionay ovemides includes: to look only at the vahres, not
the whole Association. IncludesAssociatiomsends includes: to super to invoke the correct method.
includesAssociation:anAssociation
“super includes: anAssociation

This last exception is probably the least defensible of the
three listed here, as subclassing solely for implementation
sharing where there is little commonality in external protocol
is generally a bad idea.
All of these sends to super where the selector is different
than that of the current method are suspect, as they introduce the possibility of unnecessarily using super. If a message
is sent to super and the class does not implement that
method the message could just as well be sent to self. If at a
later date you decide to override the message you can spend
many frustrating hours trying to find out why the new
method is not being invoked. If you find an unnecessary super don’t worry. As I noted at the beginning of the article, 28
contiolAtivi@
selfsensorredButtonPressed &self viewHasCursor
iflh% [“self redButtonAfivity].
super conhobltivi~
ContiollerWithMenu>>redButtonAclivity
wants to invoke the superclass’ contsoMctivityas its default behavior.

out of the 381 uses of super in the Objectworks \Smalltalk
Release 4 image are unnecessary (see the sidebar for the code
I used to find these numbers).
Joel Spiegel came up with the only plausible reason for
using super where self would do. You might use super if you
were absolutely certain that a superclass’ implementation

of

a method had to be invoked and you didn’t want to give furedlluttomlchvity
supercontroblfi~

ture subclasses any opportunity to interfere. I would be inter.
ested in any legitimate examples of this kind of “prophylac-

If the send were to self an infinite loop would result. Instead, redButtonAfivity sends contro~vity

tic” use of super.

to super, thus avoid-

ing the loop.

CONCLUSION

plicating effort. For instance, ComposedTextcl.as->new initial-

Super must be used carefully. h introduces a dependency between the subclass and superclass. Also, as an exception to the

izes the new instance with a new Text.

otherwise remarkably consistent control flow of Smalltalk, it

Another reason for this kind of send to super is to avoid du-

will make your code harder to read. Correct use can
new

significantly enhance your ability to partition behavior be“setiwithText:” asText

tween classes. It can also make it easier to incrementally modify the behavior of subclasses. ❑

ComposedTextalso has an instance creation method which
takes a Text as an argument, withTextxtyle:. If it sent newto self
the new instance would be initialized twice, once with a new
Text and once with the Text passed in as an argument. To avoid
this duplication ComposedTezr@withTexts@le:sends newto super.

Kent Beck has been discovering%md.balkidiomsfor eightyears at Tektronix, Ap@ Computer, and MasParsCornputeT.He is aho the
jouruierof First Class Software, which&uelopsand distribu~sreengi-
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withTest aTextstyle: aTextS@e
‘super new
temtaText
style:aTextStyle

neeringproductsfor Smahd.k He can be reachedat P.O. Box 226,
BoulderCreek, CA 95006 or via erred kentb@rnaspar.corn.
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Drag/DFop in SmalltalkN PM
f

I

you are writing applications

Manager

chances

that run under Presentation

are your clients would like the latest in

“normal” user interfaces. They may not be ready for some-

STARTLNGA

DRAG

The drag begins when the user holds down mouse button 2
and moves the mouse. The list pane gets a startt)ragevent. In

thing as interesting as full direct manipulation as in the Alter-

the startDrag:method, drag items are created, one for each se-

nate Reality Kit (now a six-year-old technology). Still, they

lected item in the lis[ pane. The dragDropis then given the

would like something snappier than a copy/paste buffer be-

collection of dragItems.

tween applications. What they want is Drag/Drop!
hg/DtoP

is a protocol supported in software by a dynamic

link library (DLL). As you may already know, one of the best
ways to use a PM feature is to wrapperit in Smalltalk then use

STARTING~

DROP

The drop starts when the user releases the mouse button 2 over
the list-paneof another instance of FileBin. At this moment, the

the wrapper.Fortunately Smalltallc/V PM has done this for

instance of DragFiledoes i~ work. The dragFiledoes some check-

drag/drop.Two example applications are even provided. One

ing in iw method tiansfer. It also checks to see if it should do a

application, FileBin, uses drag/dropwith list panes. The other,

source or destination transfer. In the example, it always sends
itself targetllansfe~. In targetl’mnsfec the dragFilesends itself the

Containeffester, uses drag/dropwith containers.
Even with the examples, it is not necessarily clear how to

method tiansferto, and based on the result either declares suc-

use it in your own applications. Rather than give you a third

cess or failure. The method tiansfertw does the actual transfer

example, we will discuss how to learn drag/dropand some of

work assumed in the drag/dropoperation. Here two types of

the issues you will need to address in using it.

transfer may be done. The file may be copied or just moved.

LEARNING

FINISHING THE DRAG/DllOP

FROM THE EXAMPLES

If you just want to learn drag/drop, look at FileBin.
If you want to learn to use d~drop
with containers, look

Given the drop was successful, the destination pane gets a
dropcomp[eteevent and the source pane gets a dragComplete

at FileBin first. Then learn to use the icon views of containers.

event. The methods dragComplete:and dropCompletware essen-

Next, learn to use the details view of containers. Finally, learn

tially the same. They both tell the panes to update themselves

to use drag/dropwith containers. Trying everything at once

so they reflect the change in their contents resulting from the

can be a bit frustrating.

drag/dropoperation.

The mechanics of drag/dropthat we need to know can be
found in the classes FileBin and DragFile.In FileBin, look at start-

ISSUES

Drag:, dragComplete:, and dropComplete:. Also look at the last

Several issues need to be addressed before using drag/drop in

part of the method
methods,

an application. What are you dragging? What do the panes

addFilePane. In DragFile the interesting

in sending sequence, are tiansfe~, tigetTransfe~,

and

transferto:. The example does not use the method
DragFile>>sourceTransfe~. For the example,
matter what string is returned
STEPPING

THROUGH

it does not seem to

by DragFile>>renderingMeehanism.

A DRAG/DROP

represent? What does it mean drag something from one pane
to another? These issues must be addressed sooner or later. Believe me, the sooner you address them the less aggravation you
will experience.
HIDINGlNSIDESMALLTALK

Now that you know which classes and methods we care about,

If you are like many Smalltalk programmers, you will see these

let’s look at how they ate used. We will take a chronological tour

as trivial issues. You are dragging an object. The panes repre-

through the dragging of an item between two instances of HleBin.

sent collections of objects. When you drag an object from one
pane to another you want to add the object to the collection
represented by the destination pane. If you were doing a move

OPENINGA PILEEsIN
When an instance of FileBin is opened, its list pane is regis-

instead of just a copy, then you also want to remove the object

tered with an instance of DragDrop.The instance of DragDropis

from the collection the source pane is representing. Simple.

told of its mechanisms. In this case, the dragDrophas one
mechanism, an instance of DragFile.
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This actually is easy to implement if the source and destination panes will always be in the same Smalltalk image. The

17.
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other restriction is you have to decide that a drag will always

SM.ALLTALWOBJECTWORKS

mean a move and not a copy.

IMMEDIATE

The implementatirm involves trying to ignore DragFile,creating a global cut/paste buffer, and misusing the startDrag:,dragthe cut/paste buffer. Let each application have a method collection that answers the collection the list pane represents. With
these givens the merhods in the applications will be similar to

Rothwell International, RWl

stastDrag:aPane

(713) 541-0100

(S00) 256-0541

F

(713) 541-1167

I

dmpCosnplete: aPane
“Addthe items dragged to aPane. Update aPane.”
self collechon addrllb DragCutPasteBuffer.
flarre evenb #getContents.
dragCompleW apane
“Removethe items dragged from aPane. Update aPane.”
self collection removeAILDragCutPasteBuffer.
apane wenti #getContents.
We will ignore DragFile, a subclass of DragTransfer, by making
our own dummy subclass of DragTransfer, This and the dummy
list in statirag:

OPPORTUNITIES

ROTHWELL INITRNATIONAL
seeks Smdkdk Professionals,
Min. 3 Yrs Exp. for High-Profile Positims in Houston,TX.
EXPERTISE nesded in the following areas:
● Project Mentor ● Training Expertise ● Interface to DB2
4 Objeetworks Tool Development/Support

Complete, and dropComplete:methods. Let DragCutPasteBuffer
be

I aDragItemaDragf,istI
“Putthe itemsbeingdraggedfromaPaneintothe buffer.”
DragCutPasteBuffer:=
aPane selefions coUect:[:selefionhdex
seti collefion ati selectiorrhsdex].
“GiveaPane’sdragDropa dummydrag list.”
aDragItem:= (DragItemnew)
namti ‘noName’;
type: #(’Unknown’);
formati #( ‘DW.UNKNOWN’
);
containen ‘noContainer’).
aDragList:= OrderedCollefion with aDragItem.
aPane dragDropdrag: aDragIist.

4.0

The panes will still represent some sort of collection. However, they will be identified by strings that name the collections. Lnok at FileBin, Containeflester,and DragFile.You will see
the containers, sources, destinations, and item names are all file
and path names. They are not the files and paths themselves.
The implication in all of this is the collections and
objects to be dragged need names by which they can be
uniquely identified. They also need to be accessible by their
names. This could be done with a Smalltalk dictionary of all
collections and objects that could be involved in drag/drop.
You may have noticed another problem now. What happens if you drag an object (actually, its name) from a pane in
Smalltalk to a pane outside Smalltalk? Given a name, how
does the destination pane ask Smalltalk for the object? Even if
the outside pane got the object, what would it do with it if it
does not know objects?
One solution would be to create a cut/paste file. The ob-

are needed so the drag and drrsp complete

jects being dragged would be written to the file in a form both
events get sent to the source and destination panes.
Create a class DummyDragTransfer
as a subclass of DragTransfer. applications understand, Then the name of the file would be
passed between the panes. This is similar to the solution for
Give it a tiansfer method. Use code from targetTransfec. The
method should look something like this:
hansfer item
“Donot do a hansfer. But do claimsuccess.”
item pmItem
sendTmnsferMsg:DmEndconversbion
response:DmTasgetsuccessfuL
ownerfreeTransferItem:
item,

when both panes are inside Smalltalk. Another solution
would be to pass string representations of rhe objects being
dragged instead of their names.
A third solution is for both the Smalltalk pane and the
outside pane to be views on information that exists outside
both applications. The FileBin and ContainerTesterexamples do
just this. They both access the operating system’s file system.

Finally, copy the method renderingMechanismfrom DragFile.

Files and directories are accessed by name through the file sys-

With this you should have a quick and dirty use of drag/drop

tem. They are accessed by unique path names. In this third

that does moves between panes in the same Smalltalk image.

case it makes sense to have a subclass of DragTransferto do the

ADDRESSING ISSUES HEAD-ON

FileBin

work of moving objects from one collection to another. The
The

IQ

and Containeffesterhandle this very well. ❑

more difficult use of drag/drop is its intended use, that is,

to transfer items between applications. This means between

Greg Hen&y is a number of thetechnicalstafi at KnowledgeSysterm

panes in applications written in completely different lan-

Corporation. His 00P

guages. Here the object that gets transferred is a string that

802.5,

experienceis in Smal.Mk/V(DOS), SrrWlkk-

Objectworks.%md.Jtidk
Release4, am-lSnudltQlkIVPM.

names the thing to be transferred. Objects do not get trans-

Eric Smith is a member of the technicalstaff atKnowledgeSystems

ferred because other languages do not have Smalltalk objects.

graphicaluser interfacesusing
Corporation. His specialtyis custom

(1 admit you should be able to transfer icons, bitmaps, and

Snralltalk(vatiousdialects)and C. They can be cunmcted at Knowl-

other bit streams, but all the applications I have heard of

edge Systems Corporation, 1I 4 MacKenan Drive, Cary, NC 27511,

stick to strings.)

Or

by phone 9191481.4000.
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Alun Knight

Encapsulationand information hiding

O

ne of the more interesting discussions this month on

separate modules; the only assumptions that should ap-

USENET involved the relationship between information hiding and encapsulation. The two concepts are

pear in the interfaces between modules are those that are

often used interchangeably, but some claim they are separate,

considered unlikely to change.”
In the late 70s the term encapsulation was used to re-

though related, ideas. The discussion began with a question

fer to language constructs that supported (via enforce-

from Vincent K. S. Oh (vincent@lancs. ac.uk), who wrote:

ment) good software engineering practices, among them

I am posting this in the hope of gathering some opinions
on the exact distinction (or is there one?) between encapsulation & information hiding.
As I understand it, encapsulation is the bundling of
data and its related operations into one dati structure enclosed by an imaginary boundary,. .Now my problem is
that some authorities, like Grady Booth, have equated the
two terms together. The external world communicates
with the object via a public interface. Through encapsulation we get information hiding for free . . .. If encapsulation
is OFTEN used to implement information hiding, what
are the other ways to implement information hiding?

being information hiding,
So, historically speaking, information hiding is a software engineering principle for organizing software,
whereas encapsulation refers to language constructs. Information hiding is a more general concept that is supported.. .by encapsulation.
Soon the one hand, we have a definition in which infm-rnation hiding refers to language mechanisms that enforce access
constraints, and on the other a definition where these meanings
are reversed. Read separately, either one sounds fairly plausible.
Adding to the confusion, Eric Smith (eric@tfs.tom)

writes:

The difference between encapsulation and information

Grady Booth does seem to equate the two concepcs, In his
book, Object-Oriented Design with Applications, he refers to

hiding is simple. Encapsulation means using an abstract

“encapsulation-also
known as information hiding.” This is a
strong voice in favor of unifying the concepts, but people on

complicated ideas in to a capsule, give it a name, and

USENET are seldom reluctant to disagree with an authority.
If the concepts are to be separated, then the definitions need
to be clarified. Opposing definitions were offered. On the one
hand, Larry Marshall (lmarshal@pi19. pnfi.forestry.ca) writes:
Possibly this oversimplifies the issue, but it seems tome
that those wanting to make the distinction between these

concept to deal with complicated ideas. You stuff all the
from then on just think about the capsule instead of the
complicated ideas it contains. The purpose of encapsulation is to reduce the external complexity of the ideas.
However, all the complexity contained in the capsule is
available whenever it is needed,
Information hiding means keeping some of that information secret to make sure no one comes to rely on it.

two concepts emphasize that encapsulation is an abstrac-

That allows you to make major changes to your software

tion process whereas information hiding is an access con-

without worrying about the impact on users of previous

straining process.

versions, because the fact that the information is hidden

Earl Waldin (waldin@lcs.mit. edu) offers an apparently
contradictory definition and goes back to the origins of the
term information hiding

proves that no one could possibly be relying on it.
This definition seems to equate encapsulation with abstraction, but agrees with the definitions attributed to Pamas for
information hiding. The discussion then goes through a num-

The idea of “information hiding” as a principle of soft-

ber of metaphors and examples. Piles of objects in the corner

ware engineering goes quite a ways back...

of a room are encapsulated by throwing sheets over them, and

A practical example of its use is given in: “The Modular Stmcture

of Complex Systems” D.L. Pamas, et al.

in IEEE Trans. on Software Engineering, March 1985.
This article elucidates the principle thus:
“According to this principle, system details that are
likely to change independently should be the secrets of

it is argued whether they can be considered encapsulated if
the sheets are of clear plasric. Storing files in subdirectories is
also claimed as an example of encapsulation without information hiding.
Finally, William F. Ogden (ogden@seal.cis. ohio-state.edu)
adds the imoortant clarification:
1
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Parnas’ point was that you can’t successfully
formation hiding without using specifications.

achieve in-

there who would appreciate your efforts.
The question of contributing to the archives came up re-

If you

don’t want a client to look at how you’ve implemented

cently. Naturally, it didn’t start with a would-be contributor,

something,

but with someone wondering why there is so little code for

then you have to give him a satisfactory

alter-

mtive explanation. In two words then, information hid-

Smalltalk/V available in the archives. Mario Wolczko

ing is about having a good cover story.

(mario@cs.man.ac.uk),
archive, responded:

Encapsulation mechanisms are an important technical
improvement, but judging form his examples, Parnas app-s

to have successfully used information hiding in a

FORTRAN

system. Conversely, many programmers use

encapsulation mechanisms without any apparent attempt
at information hiding.

We *are* interested

the maintainer of the Manchester

in holding Smalltalk/V code.

Although this site primarily uses Smalltalk-80,

that’s no

reason to restrict the archive to only ST-80 code. The
problem is that nobody sends us any ST/V code. 1ssfact,
to be honest, hardly anybody *sends* us anything. The

This makes a very good point. I currently work in an engi-

code we have has come from a small number of sources:

neering department, and I’ve seen some good examples of in-

1. Internally produced, as part of research projects

formation hiding in FORTRAN

2. From another archive, such as that at UIUC

code. This is achieved

through clear specification and intimidation. Many of the programs perform a well-understood mathematical function using

3. Saved from postings to comp.lang.smalltalk

exmemely ugly code. When the spec is easy to read and the

4. Individual contributions

code is incomprehensible,

there’s a srtong incentive to let the

implementation details remain hidden. I doubt this was quite
what Pamas had in mind and it doesn’t augur well for maintenance, but it does succeed in hiding information.
I’ve also seen code that appean designed to circumvent encapsulation mechanisms. My favorite example is the Smalltalk
goody that automatically writes get and set methods for all inst~ce variables in a class. Tlis not only exposes the representationof the claas, it is often combined with bizarre names and absence of class or method comments to produce baftling code like
!Phlogistonmethods!
noti aValue
north:=aValue
In summary, I see the general opinion as being that the two
concepw are closely related, but not synonymous. Encapsulation

or

ParcBench

I have received very, very few individual contributions while the archive has been in operation.
This is curious, given that we are all supposed to be
writing reusable software. So, if you have written some
code you think should be more widely used, send it
along! It doesn’t have to big and fancy. In fact, some of
the most popular goodies in the archive are small, simple
but original ideas, expressed in just a few Kb of code.
If you want to have some code added to the archive,
and you can use Internet ftp, drop it irs the “incoming”
directory and send me some email. If you use the autoreply server, that has its own provisions for accepting
submissions.
The ftp server referred to is the one at mushroom. cs.man.ac.uk, More detailed instructions on how to submit

refers to the language mechanisms enforcing information hiding,

code to the archives are available by sending email to goodies-

but is also often used to describe the abstraction these mecha-

lib@cs.man.ac.uk

nisms encourage. Information hiding is Ae software engineering
principle that mies to minimize coupling between modules, and
is aided by encapsulation mechanisms such as %nalltalk’s restriction access to instance variables to methods within the class.
HOW CAN I GIVE AWAY MY CODE?
As I’ve previously described, one of the most frequently asked
questions on the news groups is Where can 1 get free
Smalltalk code? Regrettably, the question How can 1 contribute my code to the archives? is almost never heard.
I think most Smalltalk programmers have some favorite

with the subject line “help;submit.”

Ralph Johnson (johnson@cs.uiuc. edu), one of the people
involved with the University of Illinois archives, adds:
1 would be happy for someone to try to organize the
ST/V part of the UIUC archives better. Most of the
ST/V code is in the ISA (International Smalltalk Association) archives, and unfortumtely

ISA dkbanded, and so

nobody is watching out after that code anymore.
If anyone with intemet access would like to volunteer to
organize and upgrade the Smalltalk/V archives, contact Professor Johnson.

goodies that they would gladly share with the community.
The stumbling blocks lie in not knowing how to contribute

AUSTRALIAN

code and in not ever having gotten the time to tidy it up for

In other business, this month also saw the announcement

ARCHIVE SITE

release. After reading this column, you’ll have lost the first

an archive site in Australia. This will also contain code from

of

excuse. As for the second, that’s your responsibility, and

20.
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VOSS—VIKTUALOBJECT
STORAGE
SYSTEM
VOSS/W%-tdowsfrom. Logic Arts zsa pemstent object storage system for %udkdk V/Windows that
povicles a much-needed abstract representation jbr secondary storage m Smalkalk.

T

he package I received from Logic Arts contained a

an illegal path name appeared. I simply “closed” the bogus

beta 0.41 version of VOSS/Windows and the manual

space and tried again.

for VOSS/286. VOSS is shipped on a single diskette,

VOSS implements a transaction protocol similar to one a

and includes an 82-page manual. Installation is a simple matter of copying files to the hard drive and executing some

database might provide. Transaction information, such as the

Smalltalk code. I installed VOSS into a new image; judging

played in the control panel. Any modifications to a space be-

horn the number of classes and methods that VOSS adds to

come parts of a transaction that must be explicitly committed

the system, installation into a clean image is highly recom-

before changes are made permanent. As might be expected, a

number of changes made since the transaction started, are dis-

mended. The tutorial chapter provided in the manual touches

transaction can also be rolled back to disregard changes made

on every feature offered without getting too technical.
The VOSS manual boasts, “The operation of VOSS is

since it started. New transactions, started while another is

transparent to the programmer, and virtual objects require

open, exist within the scope of the parent transaction.
When an object is stored into a space, its reference must be

only a few special considerations.” If the operation of VOSS

remembered, or it will be unreachable. An object maybe

was in fact transparent it would be an outstanding product. In

made virtual, and as such, occupies space. The reference to

many cases, the “few special considerations” require consider-

that object is virtual, but still an object in Smalltalk. Without

able code modification and a lot of thought.

explicitly remembering the object, it will be forgotten.

WHAT 1S VOSS?

from the representation of the space. Evety object must be

All spaces have a root dictionary that is directly accessible
VOSS builds a series of object spaces on a disk that can be

linked, at least indirectly, to the root dictionary. The root dic-

used for persistent object storage, Ay

tionary sorts the keys that you insert into it. Since every space

object in Smalltalk can

be placed in a space (with some exceptions, e.g., behavior,

contains an entry with key stateDiciionary,only keys that can

contexts, etc. ) and later retrieved. More important, the object

compare themselves to strings are accepted.

can be retrieved by a different image, provided the obj ect’s

As mentioned previously, when an object is stored to the

class is known. When an object is stored, it is made into a vir-

space it is completely encoded. This may be a little excessive

tual object. A virtual object is essentially a reference to an en-

when storing large collections of objects whose contents are

coded and stored version. When a virtual object is retrieved,

accessed sparingly. VOSS implements a large number of spe-

the entire “real” object must be decoded.

cialized collection subclasses which handle the virtual world

of creating and manipulating virtual spaces. All currently ac-

considerably better than their “real” counterparts. When a
virtual collection is accessed, it reads as much information

tive spaces are listed in the control panel. At most, one space

ftom the space as it needs to; as its elements are addressed,

The VOSS Control Panel (Figure 1) provides a direct way

is selected as current, indicated by an asterisk beside its name,

they are read from the space. Virtual collections have a broad

and is the recipient of any objects made virtual. The control

range of applications. Since a virtual collection’s contents are

panel displays statistics about the space, including such infor-

never completely read into the memory, virtual collections

mation as the creation date, the number of objects stored and

can potentially contain far more objects than can be held in

the amount of disk that the space occupies. The control panel

memory (limited of course by disk space). However, a very

updates whenever it is activated, so the information that it

large collection may still run into memory problems if transac-

displays is always current.

tions are not handled carefully.

Even with the control panel, I had some trouble opening

VOSS also implements a new type of collection that uses

a virtual space for the tutorial. When a new space is created,

multiple dictionaries to reference the contents, a sort of multi-

the control panel prompts for a space name and a directory
path to store the space in. No error detection is performed—

key, multi-index collection. Although the database is a clever

at one point VOSS thought that I had successtidly created a

database can access only a single key. Further, the interfaces

space even after a walk back indicating that I had entered

are very nonstandard. In Smalltalk, a block is generally used to

idea, its implementation is t%rstrating. Look-ups into the
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classes andmethodsintoa singletaskoriented object called application.
“ Bsmvse whattheapplicationsees,yeteasilymovecode
betweenit andexternalenvironment.
0 Automatically document code via modifiable templates
0 Keep a history of previousversions:restorethemwith
a fewkeystrokes.
0 Viewclass hiemrchyas graphor list.
0 Print applications,classes,andmethodsina fonnaited
report,paginatedandcommented.
“ File code intoapplicationsandmerge themtogether.
0Applicationsare unaffectedby compresslog change
andmanyotherfeatures..
...................................
0 Put related
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a short name. The class VirtualDictionaty,for example, has a subclass named VD.The comments indicate that this is for efficient
storage. Essentially, when objects are stored in the space, they
take their class names with them, Furthermore, these shortened names are used in place of the long names in all the
VOSS code. This should be enough to make any programmer
used to having non-cryptic class names explode with frustration. I have to believe there is a better way to do this.
The code itself is somewhat reminiscent of C, but functional, and, for the most part, easy to follow. Creating a virtual collection subclass should be a simple matter.
The “few special considerations” the manual suggests are
required to use VOSS “transparently” are a bit more of an issue than the manual suggests. VOSS spaces do not act like
any other objects in Smalltalk, but do bear a close resemblance to collections or streams. A space should be a subclass
of one of these withs imilar behavior. Perhaps the root dictionary could play a more significant role.
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~
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Diskette
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VOSS has approximately twice as many classes as it should.
Each VOSS class actually has a subclass with no behavior and

When objects are stored into a space, the programmer must
take special care that the meaning is maintained. In one test
case that I ran, 1 wrote an instance of point into the space under two different names in the root dictionary, When I

6+
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CmMMAGZM is BIC& bubrmrk
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restarted the image, and read the values associated with the
names, they were not identical. Clearly, they were identical

select a subset of a collection. The database lookup in VOSS

when they were inserted. To solve this identity problem, I

implements a few primitive methods like fo~betweenand where

passed the message madeVirtualto the point before attempting

the sender specifies the key to select on, and the range of val-

to add it. Both methods worked, but with different results.

ues to accept. A more general manner of selection might be a

The former did not preserve identity, the latter did.
Logic Arts requires a license be purchased for each image

method mmed forxeleti which expects the name of the key
and a block specifying the selection criteria (unfortunately, the

using VOSS, but offers substantial discounts for large volumes.

use of a block would require inspection of every object in the

With a purchase price of $750 US for a single copy, using

collection which may not be a reasonable expectation)

VOSS can become very expensive for systems with large dis-

I tried to resist exarriining the code for VOSS—in

any

case, a full code review is beyond the scope of this review.

tributions. Free telephone support is offered, but I found no
need to take advantage of it.
For small scale projects requiring limited, single-user

However, VOSS provides a large number of virtual collection
classes,

and at some point in the future, there may well be

database functionality, VOSS is a low-cost, no-frills altern-

some need to create a subclass. With this in mind, I browsed

ativem commercial database packages such as Sybase or Ora-

the code to see what would be involved.

cle. However, as the size of the user base grows, so does the
cost of using VOSS.

J@msacltons

!iOSpaees

Global

-W

Cache

Compaction

VOSS is a good product-it certainly delivers what it advertises. I recommend it for projects with small resource pools,
coded entirely in Smalltalk. For larger projects, it may be
more economical to custom code persistent storage for the requirements of the particular application.
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3 books to help
you stay ahead
of the competition.
JOOP FOCUS

Part of the continuing
“Focus On...” series
from JOOP, these two idea-packed
publications are each a compilation
of the most stimulating articles which have appeared
in
JOOP, Object Magazine and the Hotline on

Object-Oriented Technology on these topics.
A “must read” for anyone using this technology, the JOOP “FOCUSOn...” series is the most
complete source available on current
and A&D methods and techniques.

ODBMS

THE 1992 INTERNATIONAL
00P DIRECTORY
The only comprehensive Directory available for complete
listings of O-O companies, products, services, bibliographies,

and market and technical research. With over 640 informationpacked pages, the 1992 edition is 50% larger than the previous 1990 edition. Cross-referenced product and vendor guides
by languages and category makes this guide easily accessible
and easy-to-use.
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--------
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JOOP Focus On ODBMWJOOP

Focus On A6D/1992 International

~ JOOP Focus On ODBMS @ $39.00 each
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~ 1992 International

Directo~
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■

Add $4 each for U.S. shlppinglhandling
Add $12 each foreign airmailhandling
TOTAL $

PAYMENT

prepaid

METHOD:

~ Visa

Company:
Address:
City:
State:

(payable

to SIGS Publications]. Foreign orders must be

in US dollars and drawn on a US bank.

D Charge my
Card #

.-------------

Name:

●

Q Check enclosed

Directory

each

~ JOOP Focus On A&D@
00P

00P

Q MC

Country:
Zip:
Phone

Exp. Date:

RETURN TO:

SIGS Publications, 588

York, NY 10012
Signature:
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(212)

274-0640

Broadway,
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FAX

Suite

604,

New

(2 12) 274-0646
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,,.cmtinudf7urn

Universal Database
OBJECT BRIDGE “

pge20

CompuServe, which should help relieve the shortage of
Smalltalk/V code. Hopefully these files will also become available on the other archives. The announcement

was made by

Robert Hinterding (rmh@matilda.vut. edu.au), who wrote:

This developer’s tool allows %nalltalk to read and write to
ORACLE, INGRES, SYBASE, SQL/DS, DB2, RDB, RDBCDD,
dBASEIII, Lotus, and Excel.

We are in the process of setting up a Ssnrdltalk archive

IntelligentSystems, Inc.

here. We will mirror the archives in the USA and UK.
We are interested in Smalltalk/V classes, and will make
available the classes we have from CompuServe. Any
submissions wiU be grestly appreciated. Anonymous ftp
to matilde.vut.edu.au

$
(

is already enabled. The mirroring

S06N.

State Slreet, Ann Arhor. M4SlLM

(319) 9WA2=(313)WA-4241

f-

a flow chart, a circuit diagram, etc. HotDraw works well

of the USA and UK sites is not complete yet . . . .

with animation

and as part of a larger application.

It is

also a very good example of 4.0 graphics.
HOTDIU4W

FOR RELEASE

Finally, an announcement

4.0
HotDraw, including PostScript documentation,

of a new piece of free software.

is available

from the archives at sr.cs.uiuc.edu. The code is almost without

Ralph Johnson and Pat McClaughry have recently written a
version of HotDraw for Objectworks/Smalltalk 4.0. HotDraw

restrictions, as it can be used “for any purpose, without royal-

is a framework for structured graphics editors, invented by

ties or fees of any kind, as long as credit is given to us.” ❑

Kent Beck and Ward Cumingham

when they were at Tek-

tronix. I’m embarrassed to admit that HotDraw is another of
the many packages I’ve kmown about from some time, but
have never quite gotten around to looking into. Since I’m not
qualified to comment on it, I reprint from the announcement

Alan Knightis a researcher in the Department

ofMechanicaland

Aerospace Engineeringat Carleton University,Ottawa, Canada, KIS
5B6. He currentlyworkson problemsrelatedtojinite elementanalysis
in ParcPface Srrrdtdk, and has worked in most Snuzkd.k dialects at

You want to use HotDraw if you are interested in build-

one time or another. He can be reachedat613/788.2600

ing a program under 4.o that manipulated a drawing like

us knigMi3rnrco.carfeton.ca.

or wiamail

ProductAnnouncementsare not rewiew~.Tky are abstmcted jbn press rebses prouded by wendors, and no endorsement is implied.Vendors
AnnouncementsDept., 91 SecondAwe.,
interestedin beingincludedm thisfeature shouldsend pressrekmsesto our editorialoffices, Product
Ottawa, OrwzrioKIS 2H4, Canda.

SmallralldV PM provides the ideal object-orienr.ed language for corpo-

Smdtalk NexpertObjectBridgefor MS Windows
Arbr

Intelligent Systems now offem a Microsoft Windows veralon of

its bridge from Objectworka

Smalltalk m Nexpett

tem shell fmm Neuron Data. The

Objecq an expert sys-

Smalltafk Nexpert Object Bridge

enables developers to take a knowledge bee craared w“th Nexpen

and

embed it along with Nexpert’s Inference engine in a Smallralk application.
All o~ects created in Nexpert thus become available as Smalltalk objects.
Expett systems created with this bridge are instantty pmtable across Macintosh, MS-Windonm

and The X Window

System wtthout a single change

to the code. Existing veraions have been shipping for the Macinrosh and
Sun SPARCscation using Objeetworks

Smalltalk from ParcPlace Systems.

Future versions will support Digitalk’s SmalltalkIV.
For mam hfimrotlo~

nte

developmers~ but lacks tools for rapidly designing graphical user

interfaces. WindowBuilder

fills this gap with a powerful point-and-click

interface editor.
Using WindowBullder,

an interface is built by moving sizln~ and editing

Interl%ce components directly on the screen. To promote rapid prototypin~ WindowBuilder

allows developers to inscandy test examples of their

interfaces as they are created and revise them any time in rhe design pmteas. Ocher WindowBullder
csb order ed~r,

highliglm include a full-featured menu editor, a

sophisticated component alignment and dlatrlbutlon tools,

resource file imprtingkxpord~
WindowBuilder

and a sizing speclflcatlon editor.

genemtes srandard SmalltalldV PM code and supporrs

all built-in Presentation Manager graphical components.

contact Arbor IntelligentSystems506 N. StateSt, Ann

Also, Wlndow-

Builder/V PM can import interfaces produced using WindowBuilder

for

Microsoft Windows, so developers who work vvtth both platforms will be

Arbor,Ml 43104;(313)9964230,@x (313)9964241.

able to move back and forrh easily.

WindowBuilder for Smal/talk/V PM
Cooper & Parers Inc. reksad
WindowBullder,

the 0S/2 Presentation Manager vemion of

their rmwlar
SrnalltslkN user Inrarfaca conatrution
. .

For mem Inforsnaslon, corstati Ceoper & Petem Inc., Stanford Flnanchl
3qrsam, 2600 El Casnlno ReaL Suite 609, Pala Alto, CA 94306 (415)M5-9034
fax (415)as5.9a56.
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Smalltalk W

COBOL Programmers

●

Hard-hitting

●

Book and conference reviews

product reviews

. Lab reviews

. Interfacing Smalltalk to a
SQL Database

. Best of Small talk Bulletin Board

_Realizing Reusability

●

If you’re

Domestic
h’eiRn

$65
$90

THE

SMALLTALK

REPORT.

Become a Charfer Subscriber!

CharterSubscription Form ..................................................

Q Yea, enter my Charter Subscription at the terms indicated.

~ 1 year (9 issues)

PUBLICATIONS

Personality Profile

programming in Smalhalk, you should be reading

...............................................

SIGS

Q 2 years(18 issues)

Name
Title

$120
$170

Company

Address
Method of Payment
D Check enclosed (payable to

THE 5MLLTALK

/?EPORti

tbreign orders must be prepaid in US dollars drawn on a US bank

Q Bill me
Q Charge my

Card #
Signature

Zip

State

City

Phone

Country

Mail to: THESMALLTALK
REPORT
Cl Visa

U MasterCard

Subscriber Services, Dept.

PO Box 3000,

Exp. Date
or Fax:

212-274-0646

Denville,

SML

NJ 07834
D2GG

KEY
mms
■ W3rld’s leading, award-winrting objectorklted programming Syswrn

■ Complete prototypeto-delivery system
■ Zero-cost runtirne
■ Simplifiedapplicationdeliveryfor
creatingstandaloneexecutable(.EXE)
applications

■ CodeportabilitybetweenSmalltalk/V
Windowsand SrnaUwdkfV
PM

wNDowsANDos/2:
~(JIW’YPEN)
DEWER1

■ Wrappersfor allWindowsand0S/2
mntrols

■ Supportfor newCUA ’91 controlsfor
0S/2, includingdraganddrqAbooktab,
containervalue SIZslider and mom

■ %anspaent support for Dynamic Data

NowmG.

In Windows and 0S/2, you need prototypes. You have to get a sense
for what an application is going to look like, and feel like, before you carI write
it. And you can’t afford to throw the prototype away when you’re done.
With Srnallm
you don’t.
Start with the prototype. There’s no dwlopment
system you can buy
that lets you get a working model working faster than Smalltalk/V
Then, incrementally, grow the prototype into a finished application. Ti-yout new ideas. Get input from your users. Make more changes.
Be creative.
SrnalltalkfV gives you the fdom
to experiment without risk. It’s
made for trial. And error, You make changes, and test them, one at a time.
Safely.You get immediate feedbackwhen you make a change. And you can’t
make changes that breakthe system. It’sthat safe.
And when you’redone, whether you’rewriting appliaions for
Windows or 0S/2, you’ll have a standalone application that runs on both.
Srnalltalk/V code is portablebetween the Windows and the 0S/2 versions.
And the resulting application carries no runtime charges. All for just
$499.95.

Exchange (DDE) and DylMmiC
Library (DLL)calls

Link

■ Fully integrated programming envimnmen~ including interactivedebuggp
soumcdebmwsers
(allsourcecode
included), world’smost extensive Windowsand 0S/2 class librarks, tutorial
(printed and on disk),extensive samples
W Extensive developer support, including
technical support, training, electronic
developer forums, free user newsletter

■ Bread k

of third-partySUppOlt,
including add-on Srnalkalk/V pmducLs,
consulting Setices, books, user groups

IJtl UIMIIJIJIJB
Llm ullllmtlnMnll-llB

Ill

that SndMandv
Sotakealookat
SmaUtalk/V day. It’stime to make
pmtotyping time productive.

smalltaudvwindsYws
applkxim
I=s@~ * PCWkds Shootout award-as-d
This

it was completed in 6 hours.

is a ~istered
trad.mwk
of Digitalk, Inc. Other Product mmes am h%demarks or registered
tmdemarks of their-respectiveholders.
–
Digitalk, Inc., 9S41 Ah-port Blvd., Las Angeles, CA 90045
(800) 922-S255; (213) 645-10S2; Fas (213) 645-1306
Smdkdk/V

LOOK WHO’S TALKING
HEWLETT-PACKARD
HP bar &udo#ed a network tmubfe~booling tool udhd tbe Network Advtioz
The Network Advtior ojj%rsa comprebenJiveset of 1001sincluding an expert Iyslem,

NCR
NCR ban
in@nzted tesf program &velopment enuimmnent for digikaf,awlog ad
mtied mode pn”ntedcircutiboardtesting.

~fati.rks, andpmtocol

MJDLAND BANK
MidLandBank budt a Windowed Tebnicul
T&ing Enuimnmentjot curmrsc~fututws
and stock tm&m uing Smalhzlk 1?

decodm

to xfieed

pmbhm isolation.The NA user itierface is
buitton a windowin~sydem wbicb allows
muhipb application to be executed
Jimfdtaneousiy.

SmalltalWV PM applications am used to
Mop
stateof-tlwart
CUA-mrnpliant
applications — and they’re @ble
to

Smsdttawv W1l-l&m.

